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U.M. English Department Awards in Poetry and Fiction
Each year, The Department of English sponsors the Evans Harrington Creative
 
Writing Scholarship and the Ella Somerville Awards in Fiction and Poetry. This
 year, The Yalobusha Review is honored to publish three of the 1995 winners. We
 intend to showcase future winners of these awards as a part of our commitment to
 publishing the best poetry and fiction from Oxford and abroad.
Evans Harrington Creative Writing Scholarship
Winner; J. E. Pitts, for his 
three 
poems “ Dream Diary, ” “October Carving,” and “Red Delicious.”
First Honorable
 
Mention: Lous Grelling, for his short story “Vinland.”
Second 
Honorable





 Spencer, for “The Stillness of Luna Moths,” “Survival,”  and “Words.”
First Honorable Mention: David Powell,
 




Mention: Mitch Cohen, for “In wake of flood,” “Yes, that was I,” and “We enter  
the Garden.”
Fiction:
Winner: Jon Davies, for “Shelter.”
First Honorable Mention: Scott McKenzie, for “Broke Down.”
Second Honorable Mention: Kitty Cook, for “Down at Laverne’s.”
Editors’ Note: Only students currently enrolled at the University of Mississippi are
 
eligible to compete for either the Evans Harrington Scholarship or the Ella Somerville
 Awards in Fiction and Poetry. The winners’ names appear here only as a courtesy.
 The staff of The Yalobusha Review are not involved in the selection process.
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Pattiann Rogers
The First Bathing of One Another: Near Eden
We have everything we need—essence
 
of honeysuckle in opal glass jars,
 drams of liquid lily pearls, baskets of dried
 apple leaves, lilac soaps, each shaped
 with a single thumbprint, cylinders
 of wet patchouli soaps slick as fishes.
 We have stoneware pitchers and wooden
 pails filled with spring water taken
 from fem-bordered pools with the last
 dark stars of morning.
So, open in the open forest, let’s bathe.
 
I’ll soap you first, in circling circles,
 all the way up and all the way down,
 and you lather me, your hands moving
 like easy laughter, in and out.
And then we’ll rinse—one pitcher wash
 
over your head, one over mine, your shout,
 my moan, our eyes closed tight with cold,
 wet slickers of sun across our faces,
 a deluge off our backs, a drench
 to our bellies, water flying like jewels
 of fire in the expanding dawn, white soap
­froth flowing in streams all around
 and through our nakedness to our feet
Shivering, we’ll dry one another then
 
on beds of oak moss with towels of sweet
 grasses, smaller cloths of cotton grasses
 for the creases of ears, of toes, of softer
 places. Lying back on pillows of scarlet sage,
 we’ll turn on our stomachs for one another.
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Pattiann Rogers
For sky-clean teeth and tongue, you bite
 
mint, chew dahlias; I’ll lick primrose, suck
 lotus, the high, clear weather of your mouth
 breathing once or twice into mine.
And here are marble bowls side by side
 
filled with cocoa butters and gold jasmine
 creams to be smoothed by finger-scoops
 right here along the ridges of the ribs
 and here farther down, an ease of each
 carefully in 
to
 warm and expose.
See, like 
snow,
 these fine granules  
of gardenia powder in crystal shakers
 to spri kle last into those still damp,
 close lines and tight joinings.
O there will be daughters rising
 
straight out of this surge and spill
 and ceremony of blossoming foribunda—
 I’m certain—sons emerging right
 out of this liturgy, this propelling
 immersion and mingling carols of rain.
So.. .let’s bathe together, you me,
 
me you, and thus become known,
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Pattiann Rogers
Spring Messianic in a Winter Storm
Beyond the rims and crevices
 
and stopped ledges of frigid
 rock, beyond boles and black
 burrows, all closed and corked
 by snows and zeros, past omens
 of grey sedges pressed beneath
 blowing, battering dusts of ice—
 what was it I saw in the distance,
 something barely there against
 those high, vast bleakages
 of weather, a mere suggestion
 of vision fluctuating before
 the falling over, the white
 loss of the plains?
What was 
it?
 nothing the eye  
could truly catch—one blue leap
 of match in the icy wind, one faltering
 crimson flume of spark under snow,
 a false igniting, a mis-struck
 flare, a rip of hurried flag,
 a failed signal.
Only much later in my sleep,
 
did the sound of it finally arrive,
 coming as a brief turn of stringed
 waltz in a smattering of unstrung
 chords, a partial measure of polka
 plunked on an ancient Pianola, one simmer
 of bold jazzy cymbal, one redhot blare
 of brass wavering off-key, fading,
 snuffed out, vanished, as missing
 from the midnight as the dawn.
The Yalobusha Review 7 8




Winner: 1995 Evans Harrington
 
Creative Writing Scholarship
So many of them seem real,
 
and so many coming on of late
 that have to do with my neck.
 A broken neck in one,
 and knowing my neck is about to be broken by some
 hazy attackers and not being able to stop the specters
 who are holding my head like a melon in their hands.
 I know it’s about to snap and I say so aloud,
 I’
m
 telling you it’s about to break, I say,  
but they keep on turning it too far right.
I can hear it and I can feel it
but instead of dying I wake up in a fit of lockjaw
 
and slap the alarm clock across the room,
 the power cord tearing out of the wall
 and whipping over my head like a snake dropping from a tree.
 And would-be hangings keep occuring.
Always on the run from
 
a building where people are in deep lines going to gallows.
 There are some ovens involved also but I won’t delve into those
 things. It’s the hangings that I recall.
My last request is water
 
so I inch out 
to
 get a drink  
from a fountain that I know sits down the dirt road outside
 and I’m running suddenly like a gazelle in the mud
 through my old hometown, going through the
 backyards of the big houses I never lived in
 where my old classmates are having pool parties.
Iron gates surround their pools and they splash around,
 
their letter jackets in heaps.
They wouldn’t see me if I were a dinosaur crashing over
 
Their shrubs. I can’t say a word in my dreams anyway.
 But I can think, and I can reason, and I know I’m on the lam.
 It’s January and somehow the police are involved
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J. E. Pitts
and I take off my coat and ditch it
 
because it slows me down. It’s moving day
 and I stop at a house to help some folks move.
 That was years ago, they moved away years ago,
 I think in my dream,
 and I get back on the road.
The house isn’t even there when I look back.
But I’m looking for a house to hide out in
 
and each one I find is locked
 or was built during the Civil War
 and is rumored ghost-filled
 with names like Longstreety or Beauraguardy
 carved in ornate script on a marker outside
 and this whole thing is getting much too out of hand.
 In panic I start doing the butterfly in mid-air
 and it works—I’
m
 leaping high off the ground,  
swimming through my old hometown parting the air
 and then the air rushes behind me to fill up the space
 and I bolt ahead of the police
 and the car of the local newspaper
 who only want to know my version,
 who want the boy who was going to be hung but now
 can swim in mid-air with no water.
Soon I’m at the little diner with my aunt and uncle
 
who buy me dinner for a graduation present
 but can’t buy me a car and won’t buy me a motorcycle
 else I might end up maimed and dumb for life and an argument
 ensues and they don’
t
 deserve it but they get it anyway.  
Every time I 
go
 to rest I go to flight  
and each time I wake 
I
 can’t believe  
I’m still alive,
 for a psychologist could not cure me and a pastor cannot save
 me from a sleep that turns me dead.
My double life moves on each night,
 
a running corpse thrashing
 in this haunted bed.
The Yalobusha Review 9 10




In the thick nights of saint austin’s summer
 
she would come to us softly, like moonlight or dreaming
 and whispering petals would pour witchhazel
 into the ever-cupping spines, stroke the shoulderblades
 wishing to transcend worlds. Somehow we wingless ones
 managed it, in sleep, and would wake weary
 having spent the night soaring.
What has become of my soul’s flying I know not,
 
only that leaving the body behind now terrifies me.
 Still I want to hold the swelling things,
 that which 
is
 blistering and rising: the seeded womb,  
late-summer apple. I want the breathing
 of sweaty children-to-be whistling
 in my house unfound, tossing hot
 in the night, want to close their eyelids with words,
 fill the hollow spaces. To rub their tiny becoming
 backs, blow a line of life along the lifeline
 from the once-upon-a-time wings
 to the once-upon-a-time tails—
 to see them soar and to know
 my breath lifts up and sustains.
To have given that which I have lost
 
before leaving them with what 
is
 theirs alone:  
the broadening of hips, blossoming of breasts and buttocks,
 orchids floating 
in
 the bath. Before some lover sips champagne  
from the pale navels, wonders at the sinking of eye and arch,
 commits to memory convex and concave, rising and receding.
 Before finally experiencing oneness: the way
 the body opens 
in
 spirals while coming, at last knowing  
to embrace it all while soaring, in the end
 to have made of oneself light.
10 The Yalobusha Review
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Eric Miles Williamson
Wamsutter in Dali Vision
“That’s one thing about the West, Johnny Boy, they don’t have dead bod
­
ies over a hundred years old there,” Brent Holingsworth said. He flicked an ash in
 his newly stolen MGM Grand ashtray.
“You’ve got a point there,” Johnny Staples said. “In California our dead
 
bodies aren’t very old.”
The Wamsutter, Wyoming Super 8 motor hotel television was not operat
­
ing nearly as well as a New York television or even as well as a San Francisco
 television. Brent and Johnny wondered if the television in room 129, the room next
 door, was any better than theirs. Dobie Gillis was on. Dobie Gillis in Dali Vision.
 Johnny too lit up a Merit Light, and in alternating reaches, together with Brent
 flicked his ashes in the ashtray which was to be the newest addition to their array of




In room 129, the two other travelers, Axel and Rhoda Gleibenheim were
 
having a worship session. This was abundantly evident, not only because of blatant
 foreshadowing, but because of compounding evidence which could not be denied
 by either Johnny or Brent.
&




 a Volkswagen Beetle, no stereo, no tire chains, no U.S. currency. Rhoda  
was hungry again. It was still sixty miles across a sheet of ice until they would
 reach the next hotel. It was three o’clock already, and they were only going twenty
 miles per hour. Johnny would not stop the car for food. “We’ll never make it alive




claimed she had to pee again
held her stomach
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watched snowdrift buried billboards
 whined.
&
Johnny’s grandparents were tired after working all day to prepare Thanks
­
giving dinner. Johnny had brought along his roommate from New York, Brent
 Holingsworth, and the couple which managed the Ford Apartments back in Boul
­der, Axel and Rhoda Gleibenheim. Axel Gleibenheim painted oil portraits of thin
 women with large breasts. Rhoda’s breasts were only average in size. Axel was
 thinking of 
how
 large Johnny’s stepmother’s breasts were, and how much he would  
like to see what her nipples looked like. He wanted 
to
 paint those breasts. Rhoda  
was watching Johnny’s little brother, who had just completed his first Pacific cruise
 with the Navy on the USS Berkeley. She was wishing that Axel had a little more
 meat on him, though she still didn’t like tattoos.
&
Axel sat with the group of artists in the Boulderado Lounge, discussing
 
perspective and the lithograph procedure that Dali used in his 
“
Lincoln in Dali  
Vision” painting. “It’s so simple, yet so complicated,” he said. The others nodded
 and sipped their drinks.
“What time are we leaving for San Francisco?” Rhoda whispered into
 
Johnny’s ear. “I can hardly wait.” She leaned over and nibbled on Johnny’s ear,
 then inserted her tongue and twirled.
Johnny was uncomfortable. He looked down from the counter he and
 
Rhoda were sitting on at the table where Axel and the other art critics were sitting.
 He wanted Rhoda to retract her tongue, but he didn’t ask her to stop.
“When you look at the painting, at first it looks like a woman standing 
in 
front of a window that is shaped like a cross,” Axel said. “But if you look again,
 you can see Lincoln’s face in it.”
“Lincoln’s face?” one asked.
“
With the beard?” asked another.
“Yes,” Axel replied. “With the beard.”
&
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Eric Miles Williamson
Rhoda had to 
go
 to pee. The travelers had been trapped in a traffic jam at  
6000 feet for seven hours, just west of Donner Pass. They sat in the car watching




“I’m glad I am,
”
 Brent said, and he got out of the car and disappeared into  
the snow and trees.
Rhoda
whined
looked out at the trees
squirmed





 Rhoda told Brent when he, relieved, returned. “Come on,  
Axel, come with me. I don’t want to get attacked.”
“You’ll be okay honey.”
“Come with me.”
“She’s leaning on my car, dammit,
”
 Johnny said, as he and Brent watched.  
Axel was standing by, protecting against possible assailants 
in
 the six-inch-per-hour  
snowstorm. But Axel had neglected to hold Rhoda up, and Rhoda had underesti
­mated the slipperiness of the ice.
“Difficult footing,
”
 Brent noted.  
Johnny agreed.
&
Besides being severely distorted in both color and shape, Dobie Gillis was
 
having problems. Maynard had accidently swallowed a serum which made him
 irresistible to women, and Dobie’s girlfriend had left him for Maynard.
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Eric Miles Williamson
In room 129 the worship session continued.
In room 128 Johnny and Brent wished they had marijuana. They also wished
 
that they had enough money for some food.
“We’ll never make it back alive,” Johnny said.
&
Grandfather Staples watched Johnny and his friends from college in Colo
­
rado as they finished up their Thanksgiving dinners. They were amazed with Rhoda.
 They had never before seen a woman who did not help with the dishes.
Grandmother Staples whispered to Grandfather Staples: “I’ve never be
­
fore seen a woman who did not help with the dishes.”
Grandfather Staples nodded.
&
Johnny woke up and looked out the front window of the Volkswagen. All
 
he saw was white. Have they started letting cars over the pass yet? he wondered.
 He looked through the side window and saw another car, and then looked at his
 watch. Ten hours lost already. He looked at Brent. Sleeping as usual. He looked
 in the rearview mirror and saw Axel, but he could not see Rhoda. He could, how
­ever, hear Rhoda. He saw that Axel was smiling and breathing heavily, his eyes
 closed. A worship session, Johnny thought, and looked back at the white wind
­shield and thought about how nice it would be if he were asleep.
&




 Rhoda and Brent were in the back seat, sleeping. Axel was driving  
and Johnny was in charge of keeping him awake and supplying him with fresh
 beers.
14 The Yalobusha Review
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Eric Miles Williamson
“Sure is a wonderful lady I’ve found myself, that Rhoda,”
 
Axel said. “Don’t you think so, Johnny?”
“
Wonderful lady, Axel.”
Axel was not watching the road. He was looking at Johnny.
Johnny looked away, out the windshield. A lot of ice on the road, Johnny
 
noted. Good thing that the engine is over the drive wheels on Volkswagens.
Axel looked at the road, then back at Johnny. “I’d sure hate to lose her. I
 
don’t know what I’d do without her.”




No. I’ll drive.” Axel looked at the road again. “ You just ride,” he said.
&
The television was still on 
in
 the Wamsutter Super 8, and now David  
Hartman was suffering distortion on Good Morning America. America is the most
 overfed country in the world, his guest was saying.
Johnny woke up first and turned off the television. He looked over at
 
Brent, and was happy that Brent didn’
t
 snore. “Get  up,” Johnny said. “It’s time to  
get moving.”
In the car, Axel and Rhoda were more than happy to take the back seat.
“Let’s stop and get some breakfast,” Rhoda said. “I’m famished.”
“
But we don’t have any money,” Johnny said.
“Just put it on your credit card, and we’ll pay you back later.”
“
But you and Axel have credit cards, and so does Brent.”
“I just thought it would be simpler. We’ve been using yours all along.”
 “Yes, we have,” Johnny said.
The Yalobusha Review 1516





watched the ice on the road
thought about the overturned trucks he had seen
wished he had a car stereo





 you glad you stopped for breakfast, Johnny?” Rhoda asked.  
“What a lovely little cafe. Aren’t you glad?”
The hostess/waitress/cook/cashier/tow-truck dispatcher brought the bill.
“Here’s my three,” Brent said.
“Been holding out on us, eh?” Axel said.
“And here’s four-and-a-half from me,” Johnny said.
“But that leaves us paying nine twenty-five,” Rhoda said aiming at Johnny.
“But you owe me fifteen,” Johnny said.




“But how much was your meal?” she asked. “Who’s going to get the tip?”
Johnny got up and went outside.
Johnny could not see through the fogged cafe window. Instead, he watched
 
a man in a faded GMC half-ton tow-truck dragging around an old railroad tie with
 chains, trying to clear away some of the snow in the lot. It was not doing much
 good. The snow was piling up in front of the wood, then flowing over it and settling
 down again, in a new location, as deep as it had been in the first place.
16 The Yalobusha Review
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Matthew Brennan
Change of Season
One morning in October, frost confuses
Everything: windows, front yards, folded newspapers.
 
Late, I rush 
to
 work, watching the sun hunker  
Down behind me, its rectangular glint
 In the rear-view mirror like a pan
 Of bread that’s warming up but just can’t
 Rise. Above, the moon is full but failing.
It glows like snow about to fall. Headlights flurry
 
Toward me, the white letters of last resort
 Returned—unopened—as if the past had closed,
 Gone dark as the future. Or even the present,
 Whose hungry air has yet to fill with light
 Like a man, pen in hand, craving words, waiting
 To write. Some trees’ last leaves blaze
 Red and gold. But others are too late.
Already bare, they twist inward, their branches
 
Sucked in like broken ribs.
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The December we met I buried my past.
 
I drove to a funeral on New Year’s Eve
 And watched fog peel back like molting skin:
 My windshield cleared to a dark farm
 Where white birds were nursing the upturned ground,
 While above, black ones flew into the distance.
Much later that night, I saw you downtown,
 
Framed by French doors that opened as you stepped
 Outside, arms letting go. As if gazed at
 Through gauze, your dress shimmered red as pressed flesh.
 It was then the light changed: I turned and passed
 A darkened church, its north curb clear of cars—
Though round the block I saw its single square
 
Of light, whose flare carries even now chords
 Of an organ impressed by lonely, passionate hands.
18 The Yalobusha Review
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Kimberly Waggoner
Bookmarks
Lately I’ve started marking pages in a book
 
with flowers, pieces of paper from wherever
 I’
m
 reading. This habit I picked up 
from you, I’d always admired your books stuffed
 with reminders of people and places loved.
Your worn copy of Ulysses, for one,
 
marked with Cadbury’s
 Dairy Milk wrappers, foreign
 telegrams and old photos.
The book you gave me for my birthday
 
is filled with dried flowers,
 memories of two weeks away
 in France. Petals from a pink rose,
 a gift from a street vender on the St. Michel,
 serve as bookmarks, alongside
 countless sprigs of lavender, basil,
 rosemary, mint,
 a whole litany of others
 I don’
t
 recall the names of.
Four days in Paris, then the rest in Provence.
I recall the beautiful, simple meals
 
outdoors, framed by mountains
 and a smokey-violet sunset, red wine
 from the neighboring vineyard and long conversations,
 mostly French with some English
 for my benefit, we’d talk and drink
 till late, not wanting the night to end.
I find myself sorting through pages
 
of books, chapter by chapter,
 struck by smells that linger and
 memories of the place so vivid.
 It was luxury,
 pure luxury,
 and I adored every moment.
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When you’re packing, fixing to leave,
 
the junk drawer gets you. How can you say goodbye
 to the chipped quartzite geode Megan sent you
 before she was sent to the Menninger Clinic—
 14-year-old Megan, little sister of your friend,
 who slept beneath the acacia tree
 where the Virgin perched in its feathery branches?
 Or the rusty sign stamped AGRICULTURE
 you and David stole
 from the tackroom of Littlejohn’s stables
 one hot glowworm July
 when he bit his wrist to keep from crying out
 and came in your mouth for the first time ever?
 Not to mention the matchbooks
 from endless roadside restaurants,
 a greasy tattered recipe card for crawfish
 etouffee. And the glossy nighttime postcard
 in its aqua Walmart frame,
 the arc of lights spelling CAVE LAND MOTEL
 all lit up like a Christmas tree
 above CHECK OUR PRICES DON'T BE MIS-LED,
 where your heel caught in the shag
 of the honeymoon suite carpet
 nine years and seven months ago exactly
 and you lurched into Jeffrey’s arms
 suddenly terrified, wearing your peach
 ruffled babydolls, three miles east of Mammoth—
 how can you leave this card
 to the abuse and careless fingerings
 of strangers? All the flotsam of your past,
 junked in a kitchen drawer
 in this narrow musty avocado townhouse
 where you’ve tried to pretend
 you’re not desolate, not in the wrong marriage:
 
20 The Yalobusha Review
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Ann Fisher-Wirth
pack it in boxes and bags, it wants you,
 
everything you’ve ever done wants you to caress it,
 and the deadweight lump of lead embossed with a pug 
dog that you bought for a dollar
one rainy lonesome day on a back street in Virginia,
 
this relic wants you too. And the muerto, better take that,
 better cherish the skeleton bride and groom
 posed in their wooden matchbox,
 in the background the crude outlines
 of a tiny white cathedral, better wrap the muerto
 and carry it 
to
 the yellow convertible  
carefully, as if it were a robin’s egg,
 because if you are lucky
 the man whose name’s your secret,
 the man who dreamed he could fly
 the first time you slept beside him
 and who waits for you now in the convertible,
 tipping his face 
to
 the sun, as you shut the door  
on the empty house
and enter the blinding April daylight,
 
if you are luckier than lucky
 on some far, unimaginable afternoon or morning
this man will close your eyes down—
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I think of Kyoto in 1955,
the market of shifting silks, that rainy Easter after war,
 
when we walked along the alley where the fingernail weaver
 crouched above his loom and wove the wedding obi's
 crysanthemums and cranes,




and the man whom my mother called my father
gazed at her, leaning slightly over her as she bent to touch the obi,
 
she in her soft black coat, he so dignified and stiff
in his Army uniform,
 
stranger newly back from three years’ war.
I knew for certain that man was not my father.
My mother slept with him, she wore his pearls and garnets,
 
but I became convinced, one night on the ship
as 
I
 tossed in my bunk  
on the voyage to Japan,
we were being led into treachery, spies had taken my father, he was
dying in chains
in a quonset hut outside Seoul.
Memory was shifting, beautiful, uncertain,
 
like the alley where silk organza
 shimmered and floated like wings
 of every bird in paradise-
cobalt,
pink like the tender, silken conch,
 
viridian, copper,
22 The Yalobusha Review
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pale daffodil, silver, vermilion—.
My father hid his face
in that far-off land of quonset huts and spies,
and even she kept her secrets. I tagged along till my legs burned
and cramped with growing pains, but my mother never told me
 
how she knew this was the man she should lie down with.
For her he had not changed
but I was a child when he went away.
She just touched the wedding obi, lifting a comer
a little toward me, and said, See 
the
 pattern of seasons?
That's how the obi weaver weaves eternity for marriage.
The Yalobusha Review 23
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One Sunday morning, Bernard heard a noise in his bedroom wall. He picked
 
up a shoe from beside his bed and threw it at a spot above the dresser.
“What’s going on?” asked Mathilda, in her disturbed-from-sleep voice.
Bernard jumped with surprise at hearing his wife right there next to him 
in 
bed. He could not remember the last time they had woken up together. He rolled
 over to give her a good-morning kiss, but she was already out of bed and pacing
 around.
Suddenly Mathilda stopped in her tracks. She heard the noise, too. “What
 
is that?”
Bernard pulled the covers over his head so he could think better. This
 
wasn’t your usual Sunday morning noise, your run-of-the-mill house-settling sound.
 After a few moments’ meditation, though, he had it. He peeked his head out from
 under the covers and declared: “Scurrying! It’s the sound of scurrying. There must
 be something living inside our walls.”
The noise now seemed to come from all the walls at once, surrounding
 
them, pressing in and making the already-small room seem stifling.
Mathilda rubbed her chin. “I think you’re right, I think it is scurrying.” She
 
nodded her head and looked at the wall. “I bet it’s a family of squirrels. It sounds
 like squirrels, doesn’
t
 it?”
They heard the noise again. “That’s the mommy squirrel,” Mathilda said.
 “She’s peeling some nuts to feed to her babies. And that’s the daddy squirrel, come
 home 
to
 add to the nest”
“It sounds like they’re trapped in there 
to
 me,” Bernard said.
“No, they’re not. They got in there in the first place, and they can get out
 if they want. They’ve made a home in our walls.” Mathilda walked over to the wall
 and put her hands on it. “They’re living in there because it’s so cold outside. Isn’t
 that nice? We should turn up the heat so the baby squirrels won’t freeze.”
Bernard frowned. “I bet it’s rats.”
When they’d first moved into this house, Mathilda’s mother had given her
 
a brand new shotgun. “It’s a rat killer,” she’d said. Mathilda had been afraid of rats,
 ever since she was a little girl and a rat had crawled in bed with her. “Rats are going
 to be your biggest problem, living in an old house like that,” her mother had said.
 “You see a rat, this thing’ll take care of it.” Mathilda thought it was probably the
 most expensive present she’d ever received. She kept it loaded in a box underneath
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their bed.
“Rats?” Mathilda said. Her eyes grew wide. She unpacked the shotgun
 
and fired in the general direction of the wall. The shiny barrels smoked. The blast
 echoed, and plaster dust hung 
in
 the air.
“Now you’ve done it,” Bernard said. “Putting holes in the walls like that,  
you’re going to let the rats 
in
 here with us.”
Bernard didn’t really mind her impetuousness, though. It was one of the
 reasons he’d married her. He looked at the hole she made. The blast had tom through
 the inside wall like paper, shredding an area about a foot in diameter. You could see
 all the way through to the outside. Mathilda stared at the hole, too, eyes wide,
 shifting back and forth, taking in what she’d done.
“Oh, God, this is terrible,” she said.
“Not really,” Bernard said. “Our deposit’s only a hundred bucks.”
“No, that’s not 
it.
 I just remembered, Mom’s coming over today!”
“Oh. We’ll cover up the hole with a poster,” Bernard said. They heard the
 noise again. “Sounds like you missed.”
“Get out of bed.” Mathilda resumed her pacing, looking for something to
 
cover up the hole. “Hurry. We’ve got a lot to do. Mom will be here in a couple
 hours.”
“What am I going to tell her this time?” Bernard was propped on his
 
elbow in bed, watching his wife, who was now gathering dirty socks off the floor.
“I don’t know,” Mathilda said.
“You know she’s going to want something big this month, or she’ll start in
 
again, reminding me of all your father had done by the time he was my 
age.
 She’ll  
make me sign up to teach Sunday School. She’ll give me one of her talks.”
“I know.”
“
Let’s tell her I’ve taken up gourmet cooking,” Bernard said.
“Then you’d have to cook her something. Do you want to be in charge of  
that?”
The noise reached their ears with renewed fury. Mathilda put her gun back
 
in its box and gave Bernard a worried look. Bernard stared at the wall and thought.
 Then he said: 
“
The way to handle these rats is to work from the outside.”
Bernard got out of bed, put on his shoes, and went out to the shed to get
 
a crowbar and a flashlight. He came around to the outside of the wall. Mathilda saw
 his hand feeling around the hole. She liked the way Bernard could take charge in a
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crisis. She first met him when they got stuck together in an elevator. Bernard had
 
been the one to keep everybody calm until help arrived. But it had been a long time
 since they’d had a crisis around here.
“Bernard,” Mathilda called through the hole in the wall. “I’ve got an idea.
 
When Mom comes over, let’s tell her we’re planning a family. Let’s say you talked
 to our accountant, and he said we are economically solid enough to start a family.”
Bernard peered back at her, through the hole. “Do you think she’d believe
 
I have an accountant?”
“
That’s what we told her last month, remember? She was so proud you  
were taking an interest in our finances,” Mathilda reminded him.
“Oh, right.” Bernard poked around the inside of the hole with his crowbar.
 
“It’s not quite big enough for me to get my head 
in
 there to look around,” he  
shouted.
“I’ll have to make the hole bigger.” He pried off a couple boards from the
 
outside of the house. “We’ll tell your Mom it was termites.”
“How many kids are we going 
to
 have?”
“What?” Bernard placed his ear to the hole.
“I said, ‘How many kids should we tell Mom we’re going to have?”’
 
“
Just one should do for now, shouldn’t it?”
  “
Yes,
” Mathilda answered. “But we’re supposed to be planning our fam ­
ily. We have to decide all this in advance.”
“How about two of each kind,” Bernard answered. He stuck the flashlight
 
inside the hole and looked around the inside of their walls. It was mostly hollow in
 there; just some two by fours and plaster. From this new vantage point, the house
 looked fragile, like you could push it over without much effort. Before this, he’d
 always thought it was a solid house.
“I can’
t
 see anything from here,” Bernard said. “I’m going to have to go  
inside.” He pried off more boards, making room to step inside the wall. Mathilda
 felt he had it under control. She went into the bathroom to have a shower.
Bernard was a small guy, and soon had a hole big enough to fit through.
 
He found that if he sucked in his breath, he could scoot sideways fairly easily through
 the wall. But he was a little hesitant. It was not a space Bernard had previously
 taken into account He’d thought of the walls as solid, as if there were nothing but
 wood between his bedroom and the outside. But this was a space that could hold
 things: insects and spider webs, beers cans and cigarette butts from the construc
­tion workers, sawdust, rocks, dirt. This opened a whole new world for Bernard, as
 long as he sucked in his breath and scooted sideways. He heard the noise off 
to
 his  
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left and scooted that way.
Mathilda stepped out of the shower, dried off, and began brushing her hair
 
in the bathroom mirror. She heard something in the wall that sounded like a giant
 rat. “Bernard,” she called. But he didn’t answer. “Bernard!”
When she turned sixteen, Mathilda’s mother had given her an old revolver
 
her father had carried in the war. “For boys,” she’d said. “They’ll be your biggest
 problem now. Keep the gun in your purse. A
 
boy bothers you, this thing’ll take care  
of him.”
Mathilda wasn’t afraid of boys anymore, but she kept that revolver around
 
for sentimental reasons. It hung in the shower, from an old Soap-on-a-Rope. The
 rumbling sound 
in
 the wall grew louder. “Bernard!”
Bernard was getting better at wall scooting. He’d followed the noise around
 
a couple of comers, until he figured he must be somewhere in the back of the house.
 There was an old nail hole that he could peek through. It looked into the bathroom.
 Mathilda was there, in front of the mirror, brushing her hair. She was naked, the
 water from the shower still glistening on her skin. He scraped at the hole with his
 fingernail to make it a little bigger.
In eighth-grade P.E., some boys from Bernard’s class had removed a ceil
­
ing panel in the dressing room and crawled up into the attic of the gym. They had
 claimed there was a hole in the ceiling where you could look down and see the girls
 changing. Bernard had never gone up there himself, but he used to imagine he did.
 He used to pick out a girl during P.E., memorize every bit of her. Then later he’d
 think about that hole, and what that girl would look like as she changed.
Bernard heard Mathilda calling him, but didn’t answer. It drove him wild,
 
watching her like this. He didn’t want her to know he was there. She turned from
 the mirror and faced the wall, faced him. His eyes could hardly take her all in. He’d
 never seen her so naked, not like this. Mathilda walked over to the shower and
 leaned in to get something. Her smooth skin stretched taut across her back and
 bottom. There was a little mole at the bottom of her butt he’d never noticed before,
 a dot interrupting the supple, smooth curve of flesh around it, a nipple. It was the
 most alluring thing he’d ever seen. A gun blast interrupted his thoughts, and he felt
 like he’d been stuck by a large pin, but he couldn’t tell where. He screamed.
“Oh, God. Oh God! I’ve killed somebody.” Mathilda let 
go
 of the gun. It  
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swung freely on its rope, barrel still smoking, clinking against the shower tiles.
 
“
Bernard? Oh God, was that you?”
Bernard felt a dull throbbing in his right shin. He wasn’t sure yet if it hurt,
 but he moaned anyway. Then he said, “It’s me.”
“Oh, God, I’m so sorry,” she said. “I thought you were a giant rat.” Mathilda
 
opened up the medicine cabinet and looked inside. “Are you killed? Are you okay?”
“It’s my shin,” Bernard said. “I think it’s just grazed. I’m fine.”
Out of the medicine cabinet, Mathilda took rubbing alcohol, a cotton ball,
 
band aids, and a bottle of aspirin. She walked over to the wall where Bernard’s
 voice came from, and began pacing back and forth, as if waiting for a hole 
to
 open  
up.
“Bernard, I can’t get to you,” she said.
“Yes, I know that.”
“You’ve got to come out of there.”
Bernard thought. Then he said: “I’ll make a little hole, and you pass the
 
stuff in to me.” He punched the plaster with his crowbar. It cracked a little. In
 another couple punches, he had opened a little hole. Mathilda passed him the band
 aids first. He realized, however, that he wasn’t going to be able to reach his own
 leg.
“I’ve got a better idea,” Bernard said. He gave the hole a couple more
 
cracks with his crowbar until it opened up wide enough for him to stick his injured
 leg through. “Now you can fix my leg.”
Mathilda looked at the leg protruding from the wall, between the tub and
 
the toilet-paper dispenser. It wasn’t hurt so bad, just bleeding a little. Usually she
 couldn’t stand the sight of blood. She often vomited when she saw pictures of
 accident victims on TV. But this was different, with the leg just sitting there, all by
 itself. It was more scientific, a model of a leg. She cut away the pants with her
 fingernail scissors. She poured alcohol over the wound and crumbled a few aspirins
 on it, for good measure. She covered it with six band aids. It might need a splint,
 too, so she tied the wooden handle from the toilet plunger to the leg.
Once all the blood was cleaned up, it was a nice-looking leg. It was mus
­
cular, well formed, she noticed. Mathilda considered herself an expert on the male
 leg, having spent many mornings watching joggers out the front window. She liked
 to observe the muscles working in those legs, as the men ran by. Those legs were
 like machines, and she couldn’t help imagining what else they’d be good for. She
 had encouraged Bernard to take up jogging, but he was afraid to wear shorts, even
 to bed. She’d always thought of Bernard’s legs as just something he used when he
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walked. But this leg she held in her hands, this was a leg. It wasn’t even like part of
 
Bernard. It was as if the leg had sprung spontaneously out of the bathroom wall for
 her enjoyment. She stroked his calf muscle, sinewy and hard like a statue, powerful
 like a machine.
“Bernard,” Mathilda called through the wall. “What if this month, what
 
we told Mom was true? What if we really were planning to have a baby?”
“What!” asked the muffled voice inside the wall. Bernard wasn’t sure how
 
to take this. He’d never heard Mathilda talk about the future before. Mathilda kept
her eye on the leg.
“I wouldn’t feel right telling her the truth,” Bernard said. “I’d have to
 
make up something else. I’m adding on a deck. No, I’m taking a night class.” He
 looked out the nail hole. Mathilda was cleaning his leg. He was amazed at the job
 she had done with his wound. She’d never seemed to be the nursing type before.
Mathilda cooed: “You’ll be a daddy.” It seemed to Bernard that Mathilda
 
was talking to the leg itself, that she had not even heard him. She rubbed the leg,
 caressed it, stroking up and down with a cotton ball soaked in alcohol. This re
­minded Bernard vaguely of a dream he used to have about his old high school
 nurse.
Bernard shifted to get a better view. Mathilda hadn’t yet discovered the
 
nail hole. She still thought he couldn’t see her. He stuck his finger through the hole
 to make it bigger. She was kissing his leg with her eyes closed: big, juicy kisses,
 tongue out, full of abandon, secure in her sense of privacy. Her kisses worked
 slowly upward to where his thigh protruded from the wall. She was on all fours,
 purring, licking.
“You think you could make another hole in that wall?” she said.
Bernard grabbed the crowbar and started cracking.
“Oh my God, it’s the giant rat!” Mathilda jumped back like a frightened
 
cat. Bernard heard the noise, too, very loud and off to his left. Mathilda looked up
 and noticed Bernard’s peephole. She grabbed a towel and covered herself.
“Do something, Bernard!”
Bernard drew his leg back in the wall and scooted toward the noise, until
 
he felt his foot bump against something furry. He picked it up. It was their dog
 Mortimer.
“Is it the giant rat?” Mathilda called desperately.
“It’s Mortimer.” Bernard lifted up the dog. Mortimer licked him in the
 
face. The dog stuck his nose through the new hole Bernard had started, wiggling
 his head through into the bathroom.
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“Mortimer!” Mathilda cried. Mortimer wiggled and squirmed until he’d
 
squeezed entirely through the hole. Mathilda gathered him in her arms.
“Oh, Mortimer,” she cooed. “It was you in there all along. You had me
 
scared. How’d you get in there?”
Bernard squatted and tried to squeeze through the hole, too. He got his
 
head partway through, but that was as far as he could make 
it.
 “He must’ve crawled  
in after me,” he said.
“No, no. He’s been in there for days,” Mathilda said. “Look at him.”
“I just saw him this morning when I went out to the shed. It’s something
 
else we’ve been hearing in the walls.”
“Oh, poor Mortimer,” Mathilda said, unconvinced. “Poor baby. You’ve
 
been trapped in there all this time.”
“It’s not so bad,” Bernard said. “It’s not like being trapped at all.”
Mortimer jumped back into the wall. He returned to the bathroom mo
­
ments later, carrying three tiny, pink, fuzzy creatures by the scruff of the neck.
“Ohhh. Puppies!” Mathilda cried. “Mortimer went in there to have pup
­
pies!”
Bernard poked his head back through the hole to get a better look. 
“
Those  
aren’t puppies,” he said. “They’re rats.”
“How do you know?”
“Because Mortimer’s a boy dog. He can’t have puppies.” But he knew
 
Mathilda wouldn’t listen when she got like this.
Mathilda was playing with those rat-puppies, giving each one a name. “I’ll
 
tell Mom all about you guys. We’ll start raising puppies.” She cradled all three in
 her arms, holding them against the terry cloth of the towel she wore. “And I’ll tell
 her that you’re the cutest one, little Mortimer, Jr.”
Bernard struggled to stand up inside the wall. “I thought we were telling
 
Mom about our own babies.” His voice was muffled. He saw that she was no longer
 interested, absorbed as she was with those rat-puppies. He shook his injured leg. It
 was stiff, but didn’t cause him any pain. She had done a good job with it.




 fact, he found it a little easier and even more comfortable to scoot  
along with his stiff leg than it had been before. He could push the leg sideways, to
 his right, sliding easily, then pull the rest of his body to catch up with it Inside
 these walls, Bernard moved about freely. There were no doors 
to
 open, no  
pieces of furniture to walk around, none of the c mplications of a three-dimen
­sional space. His eyes had even begun to adjust so he could see without a
 flashlight The pale, rough, pine boards and abandoned spider webs seemed to
 fall back and make room for him as he scooted past. He was at home here.
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 time he reached the hole in the bedroom wall. He tried to crawl  
out the way he came in, but his leg had stiffened so much that it was impossible
 to move any way except side to side.
“Mathilda! ” he called. He couldn’t remember where he’d left the
 
crowbar. When Mathilda came in the bedroom, he’d just have to ask her to get a
 hammer and break him out.
Mathilda soon appeared in the room. Through the shotgun-shredded
 
wall, Bernard watched her walk to the closet and let her towel drop. Her body
 looked graceful as she sorted through her clothes, trying to decide what to wear.
 She cradled the rat-puppy Mortimer, 
Jr.
 in her left arm and spoke softly to it.  
Mortimer, Jr. licked her breast as if he wanted to nurse, and she held him closer.
 Bernard felt a naturalness exude from her—motherhood, posture, beauty. All
 reserved for the eyes of the walls. He started to call out 
to
 her, then changed his  
mind.
Someone knocked on the front door. Mathilda continued sorting
 
through the closet, finally selecting a tight black dress. It was the one Bernard
 loved but she never wore because it was 
so
 short. As she slipped it on, Mortimer,  
Jr. whined and buried his head deeper into her chest. “Bernard?” She heard
 something behind her. The room appeared empty, yet somehow watched over, as
 if the walls themselves stood guard. The knocking 
grew
 louder, more insistent.  
She made no mov  to answer, though: it was a sound 
she
 could no longer hear.  
Mathilda’s eyes searched the room once more and caught the flash of a bare leg
 disappearing into the wall. It made only a slight sound, a whispering scurry that
 came from within the walls, calling to her from the secret depths.
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hair-toss of Degas’ women,
 revealing shoulders. Everything of her
is slender; even to fingers passed
 
long down her neck
 as she closes
 
in a modesty of rain
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How lovely this deaf woman’s ear
How lovely this deaf woman’s ear,
 
white scallop like classical marble made
 and eased closed by a master’s thumb,
 jealous of sound.
The lift of her head when I speak
 
as if words





the quick of her barefoot walk
 
on carpets, the felt skirt
 she firms in her lap. She has heard
 with my eyes,
 drawing close
that our mouths may share speech.
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David Powell
Her Eight Impressionist Paintings
First Honorable Mention: 1995 Ella Somerville Award for Poetry
Sunflowers dry in her arms, missing
 
the regular pleasures of morning.
 They shed yellow, bare wings for her feet
 and drop in widening circles to a pond’s
 edge, creasing plaintive orchid canvases
 of cheekbone, spooling rings of acrobats
 and preening white horses from a sandy
 mat of skin and orange rinds. Like haystacks
 in repose, strawberries haggle for saucer space,
 abandoning one finger to the tablecloth
 and the brilliant greens of sun-cut fescue.
The woman watching the child talks
 
to herself beside a path that vanishes into her
 orange-red lap. She is dull, too dull
 for the room and its mountainous art,
 the hard forests of slick stone.
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The Weather of Escape
The brown-mat needles praise
 
your spine and their cones
 believe you incapable of mischief.
 I know better and why.
Today pecks across the sky, regretting
 
all it has left to the wards of noon,
 touching the hours precisely once
 before opening its cloudbear story
 to our terran drums and tattoos.
It
 too believes you incapable of mischief.
And leaving around the curve of Africa,
 
You throw one wink in an arc edged
 with expense, startlingly full and bare.
To return will last like moths.
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Winner: 1995 Ella Somerville Award for Fiction
I’ll tell you why I’m here.
After fifteen holes of golf, my feet are falling apart, and I feel like stran
­
gling someone. So, instead, I drive to Berkowitz’s Deli in Santa Monica to buy
 myself a sandwich and one of those Styrofoam macaroni salads. Frank, my best
 friend, is there manning the counter, and, as usual, he wants to talk. He’s the
 manager. I’ve known Frank since he and I did high school together back in the
 seventies. He got the job after graduating and hasn’t quit. He’ll probably inherit
 the lousy place from Berkowitz, he’s been there 
so
 long. Berkowitz, the owner,  
must be about eighty and ready to keel over the way he stumbles in every other
 week or so, all wheezy and smelly. Hospital smelly, if you know what I mean.
Myself, well, I’m not exactly 
in
 the talking mode, having dropped about  
two hundred dollars on some golf game I didn’t want to be at. Work thing, you
 know. Impress the boss and all. Only, of course, I was a fool. Shooting thirty-five
 over par, losing my golf clubs from the back of the cart, dropping a couple shots in
 the lake, and then, insisting on that stupid bet. The last hole, though, that was the
 worst. 
I
 was on the green, five feet from the hole, when the cart started rolling  
backward into the swamp. That really got them going. “Charlie,” they were say
­ing, “you golf as well as you invest.” That sort of stuff. I went off then, started
 cursing and swinging the club around, and, to tell the truth, I don’t know if I’ll have
 a job on Monday or what. Seems like you can’
t
 ever please a bunch of guys like  
that, though, the kind of guys who eat bagels for breakfast. Makes you wonder
 why you leave the house.
But I can’t stand going home, either. I mean, my wife’s probably waiting
 
with a gun or something, if she hasn’t burned the place down. We’ve been fighting
 a lot lately. So it’s not like you could make my marriage any worse. I think she’s
 going to insist I take the kid, our fourteen-year-old son, Michael, the one we have
 to bail out of jail about twice a month. No joke. I know the bailiffs’ names, serial
 numbers, and work schedules by heart. The officers greet me by name. Last week,
 they found my son selling neighborhood cats to a Vietnamese restaurant. The
 school psychologist says he’s seeking parental affection. I don’t know, I think
 Michael’s problem is he gets caught.
So I walk in, take my usual seat at the counter. The place is sticky and
 
stinking of grease. Without even asking, Frank starts slapping together my usual
 ham and cheese and talking about his back problems.
“I don’t want to hear about your stupid back,” I tell him. “Feed me, and
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I’ll get out”
But Frank, Frank’s the type of guy that’s got to make you talk. I hate
 
talking. Really, I do. It’s just, sometimes, when I’m with someone I don’t know
 well, I feel like I have to.
So, he asks, “How’d the game go?”
“What game?” I ask him, hoping he’ll shut up.
“The golf game,
”
 he says, splattering up the ham real fine on the cutting  
board. “You get in all eighteen holes or what?”
“Yeah,
”
 I tell him. “Eighteen holes, twice. Three under par the first time,  
and two over par the second.” Frank thinks I’m a golf genius. “You
 
oughta  join  us 
sometime,” I tell him.
“Na,
”
 he says, waving his left aim at me and staring at the ground. “I ain’t  
no good. Haven’t played golf since high school, since that time we snuck onto the
 course to steal those balls for the principal’s closet.”
“I’d teach you,” I 
offer.
 But it won’t do any good. Frank won’t go farther  
than three blocks from the deli.
“I can’t afford it,
”
 he tells me. “I’d have to work.”
“You need a new job, Frank,” I say 
to
 him. “Why don’t you ask Berkowitz  
for a raise?”






 he says, his voice getting all whiny, that little kid whine, if you  
know what I mean, real irritating and stupid, only Frank’s voice is more the former
 than the latter. Lucky for him. Talking about that sort of thing, though, gets Frank
 to back off. I mean, he hates talking jobs. I think he resents making five dollars an
 hour after nearly two decades of employment. Time to clear out, I keep telling
 him, this job’s for teenagers and dweebs. He won’t listen, though. He changes fry
 vats or chops up lettuce. Right then, he’s sharpening the knife on some miniature
 whetstone he’s got next to the chopping board. He’s sharpening the knife to spread
 mustard. You can tell he’s really serious about work.
“Listen,
”
 he says, sort of creeping back to me, and, for a moment, I think  
he’s actually considering demanding a raise. “You gotta do me a favor,
”
 he says.  
His voice is real low and sincere, like he’s embarrassed or guilty, like he’s scared
 Berkowitz is going 
to
 hear he’s willing to quit
“What?
”
 I ask him, real loud. I figure, if I get him fired one of these days,  
I’ll be doing him a favor.
“You got to introduce me to someone,” he says. He wipes his hands all
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“A girl,” he says, almost snickering and then glancing at the empty tables.
 
“
What girl would I know that would want to meet you?” I say, smiling.  
I’ll rib him about this one for months.
He looks at the floor and says, 
“
Larry’s daughter.”
Larry’s one of the investors I work with, or worked with until today. Yes,
 that’s right, stocks and bonds. I’m a broker. I bet a lot of your guys claim that, but
 
I
 am. Anyway, Larry’s a jerk. He’s got more mouth than brains. In fact, he’s all  
mouth. He’s always talking up his clients, but if you want to meet them, he’ll
 produce some lousy excuse, like they’re in Tibet for three years studying Buddhism
 or something. You can always tell when Larry’s lying like that, though, because he
 crosses his legs. I’m serious. Larry will be taking some guy for a real humdinger of
 an investment, I mean, he’ll be trying to sell him stock in a combination chicken
 restaurant/laundry mat or something, and he’ll be saying stuff like, “Yeah, yeah, it’s
 a hot one, guys are just fighting to get in on 
it.
 A CEO from Hong Kong Seafood  
was rying to buy us out last week,” and all, and he’ll cross his legs, really. Even
 standing up. It’s a gas.
Anyway, he’s picky about his daughter and who she dates, and if 
I
 were  
him, I would be too. His daughter’s a real looker. She’s only a senior in high
 school, but she’s got about the best legs I’ve seen since, well, until today. They’re
 like lemon drops on ice. They’re like butter on your palm. They’re like, they’re
 some kind of legs. For a kid, that is.
To tell the truth, Frank wouldn’t have met her or Larry if I hadn’t brought
 
them in that one night back in January. Don’t know why I did either, because Larry
 won’t quit talking about the kind of crummy establishments I frequent. But it was
 raining that night, and we needed someplace to keep dry, and Berkowitz’s hap
­pened to be near, and, I don’t know, momentary lapse of consciousness or some
­thing, I recommended we go in there. I’d forgotten about Frank, and when he
 started talking like he knew me, I froze, because, well, Larry’s the type of guy that
 doesn’t go within five feet of someone who makes less than five figures. We were
 coming back from some silly “art film” Larry’s daughter’d been keen on from her
 private school friends, when the rain started. The wipers on the car I had at the
 time needed replacing, and I couldn’t see straight to drive. So we had to wait for it
 to clear. I never figured that Frank would get infatuated like this. “She’s eighteen,”
 I remind him. “You’re thirty-nine.”
“I got to get married,” he tells me. “These young types, they’re the easiest
 
to get.” Then, of course, Frank just keeps going, and my sandwich isn’t anywhere
 near being finished, and I’m sick of waiting. So I pick up a menu, the same lousy
 plastic piece with the prices taped over that’s been there about twenty years. I’ve
 got it memorized, but I read it anyway. It seems to me that, old as Berkowitz is, he
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should have been able to think up at least one new thing by now. But I guess you
 
get that way, comfortable with what you’ve got: eight tables and a deli, a menu
 with a couple hamburgers and fries. I guess Frank’s comfortable too. I guess that’s
 why people go there, because of that, because it’s the one thing that doesn’t change.
Anyway, Frank keeps going on about girls, but finally works back to talk
­
ing about his spine and how, if he could get a girl that could walk on his back and
 straighten him out, he’d have it made. The girl would have to have nice feet, kind
 of short and chubby, and real soft like hands, so they’d make him sleepy as she
 walked on him. I’m thinking, if Frank got a date, he’d be somewhere. And if she
 liked talking about backs, they’d get hitched that night.
So I’m kind of staring at the menu as Frank’s fixing up the sandwich and
 
jabbering on, when this girl walks in. She couldn’t have been older than, say, eigh
­teen or nineteen. I notice her enter because, the way the door’s set up, it’s real
 heavy, almost falling off its hinges, so that, whenever someone opens it, it makes
 this loud metal noise like in an old car engine. I look up. She’s in thongs and has
 these chubby legs, real tan, like fried chicken skin. She’s wearing black short over
­alls, but without a bra or a shirt or anything, so that her breasts keep plopping out
 the sides in rhythm as she walks. Suddenly, I’m feeling like I want a cigarette, but I
 don’t have one. So I play around with the menu, but finally I lay it down and put
 my left fist in my right hand and feel the fingers and the ring.
The girl, meanwhile, steps almost right up to me, or to the counter any
­
way, and takes a seat “Give me two cheese and mustard sandwiches,” she says
 lazily to Frank, not even glancing at 
me. “What kind of meat?” he asks, not yet turning around. She’s got this black
 baseball cap on, and a pony tail sticking out the back like a feather. I feel weird, and
 I cross my legs and look out at the window, but I can’t help staring at her boobs,
 which are right there, right beside me, like I could pick one up, like an egg in a
 grocery store.
“I don’t eat meat,” she says, all gruff. “It’s criminal.”
Well, that gets Frank’s attention, because if there’s one thing Frank hates,
 
it’s vegetarians. He turns around quick, then, with the knife in his hand, but when
 he sees the girl, his arms go limp, and he straightens up and smiles at her.
I don’t know what gets into me, but right then, I’m feeling like I want
 
something different So I tell Frank, “I think I’ll skip the ham on my sandwich
 today.”
He stares me down, and then grabs the plate and hands me my sandwich.
 
“Too late,” he says. “You don’t want the meat, take it out yourself.”
So I lift the top part of the bread and disengorge the red stuff in the middle
 
and put the stuff on a napkin beside my dish. Meanwhile, Frank’s watching this girl
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What’s it to you?” she glares, and plants her feet on the metal foot rest  
next to the counter. She’s got her thongs off, and her toes curl around the pole.
 The nails are red and chipped, like tiny bird tongues. But what I notice most is her
 feet, how they’re flat, not just flat like a slab of beef or something, but wide and
 soft, kind of flaring out at the toes. I watch them as I fold up my ham in the napkin
 and, then, wipe off my fingers.
Meanwhile, Frank, who’s missing all this toe stuff, starts chopping up the
 
cheese, but with this real intensity, like he’s cooking for some rich guy.
I hand Frank my meat, and he chucks it on the sandwich board behind him.
 
“I bet you’re one of those Hollywood girls,” I say to the kid, because that’s what
she is. Just a kid.
“I’m from Bel Air,” she huffs, as her feet climb the wall of the counter. I
 
can see her legs. They’re like honey and peaches. Really. You think I’m only
 saying that, but I mean 
it. So she says, “I came to the beach to go shopping.”
“You came to the beach to go shopping,” I repeat.
“Yeah,” she says, darting her eyes at me and nudging the hair above her
 
right ear with her fingers.




“They must be pretty rich,” he continues. By now he’s got the mustard on
 the bread, and he’s laying out the cheese.
“Yeah, they own a lousy mansion,” she says, returning her feet to the pole.
Frank hands her the sandwich, and we both watch as she bites into it. We
 
don’t say anything. We just watch her hands lift the bread, and her teeth rip
 it apart. I’m not even sure she notices us because she keeps eating. I can see the
 crevice underneath the sides of her breasts which sort of hang out the sides of her
 overalls as she lifts the sandwich. Frank’s watching that too. But she doesn’t look
 at us, only at her plate or out the windows to the street.
There isn’t much out there. Berkowitz’s is on a side street with a couple
 
generic law offices, the kind with the plate glass window doors with the lawyer’s
 name inscribed into them, all exclusive and permanent looking. It’s one of those
 streets you drive on everyday in your car but never stop 
to
 look at. It’s like, if you  
ever got out and walked around, you’d discover people work and live there, that
 there’s parking meters along the sidewalk, and all the buildings are cubes of stucco
 and cement. It’s one of those streets that never change. There are about six an
­tique dealers on it and a black and white photography studio and the lawyers’ of
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fices. You wouldn’t think the beach is three blocks away.
“Ain’t you guys got anything better to do?” the girl finally peeps, putting
 
down her bread.
“Like what?” Frank says.
“Like clean your fingernails,” she says.
Frank examines his fingers, mists them over with his breath, and then wipes
 
them on his apron. He looks out the window after that, and then turns and starts
 clearing his sandwich board. Me, I sit there and watch her, hands clasped together
 in my 
lap. “I bet he’s been here since high school,” she says to me, sort of chuckling.
 “I bet this is the only job he’s ever had.”
Frank stops cleaning, bends over to pick up some bucket, and strides into
 
the back room. I fold my arms, stick my hands under my armpits, and smile at her,
a real cool smile, like how I used 
to
 smile before I got married. “Sure,” I say. It’s a 
suave sure, not like she’s right or anything, or wrong, just kind of agreeing with her.
I don’t know where she gets it, but she says, “You’re married, aren’t you?”
 
“Why would you say that?” I reply.
“You keep hiding your hands,” she says. “Married men hide their hands
 
when they’re around a pretty girl like me.”
“You think you’re pretty?” I ask her.
“Prettier than you’ll ever be,” she says. She picks up her sandwich and
 
takes another bite. Her feet come together, one over the other on the bar.
“I’m divorced,” I tell her, which is basically true. I mean, my wife and I
 
are sort of separated. I’ve been sleeping on the couch while I look for another
 place, which is why my wife’s mad at me, because it’s been a month or two since
 we decided. It’s just, I don’t know, finding an apartment and moving is a pain. And
 if she sticks me with Mike, I’ll kill one of them, or both.
“I bet you married the kind of woman that came after you,” she says. “I
 
bet you didn’t go after her. I bet she came after you.”
“Sure,” I say. “Women are always after me.” Truth is, I met my wife at a
 
rock concert at a little club in Hollywood. She was the lead backup singer, and she
 had a voice as bubbly as soda pop, sharp and high and staccato, and when she
 wasn’t singing, she was holding a tambourine and slapping it against her other
 palm. She would hold the thing above her head whenever she hit it, and her t-
 shirt—she had on a real short one that barely came down to her jeans—would bob
 up to just under her breasts, exposing her white stomach and her belly button. I
 didn’t much watch anyone else in the band, and, pretty soon, she was watching me.
 I’d have introduced myself after their set was done, if she hadn’t gotten to it first.
 She ordered the drinks, asked my name, and we left together that night. Three
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weeks later, she’d quit the band, and we were married. If you want my opinion, it
 
was too fast. My wife says different She says I needed a woman. I let her think
 what she wants.
Frank struts back in about then. He’s wearing a new apron, light blue and
 
clean. His hair is wet and combed back. I almost laugh.
“What you smirking at?” Frank asks, pulling out a couple pies from un
­
derneath the counter behind him. From the back, I can see he’s got on new jeans,
 but that the shirt is the same he always wears because of the yellow stain beneath
 the collar. He puts the pies on the counter and begins slivering them. “Anyone want
 pie?
”
 he asks. “I got cherry and apple.”
“I bet neither of you guys have the guts to ask me out,” the girl says,
 wrapping her legs around each other like the strands of a rope.
“I’d love to ask you out,” Frank says. “But you’re too young.”
“I’ve been with lots of forty-year-olds,
”
 she says, pointing to the cherry  
pie.
“I ain’t forty,” Frank stews, putting down his knife and licking his pie-
 
besmirched fingers before wiping them on his apron. “I’m thirty-three.
”
 I don’t say  
anything, of course.
“Anything over twenty’s the same 
to
 me,” she says, holding out her empty  
plate. Frank hands over a piece of cherry, and she continues, “You still won’t ask
 me out.”
Frank chops out a piece for me and hands it over. It’s apple, which he
 
knows I hate, but I take a bite anyway. “You got a boyfriend?” Frank asks her.
“Yeah,
”
 she says, sort of coolly. “But it doesn’t matter.”
“What’s he like?” Frank asks.
“He’s terrible,
”
 she says. Cherry covers her lips, and she wipes them with  
her napkin. I cross my legs the other way and look at my foot and her feet, resting
 on the same pole.
“How long you been with him?” Frank asks. That’s the thing with Frank,
 




“You had a lot of boyfriends?” Frank asks. He’s cut himself a piece of pie
 by then, but he isn’t touching it. He just stands, staring at this girl as she talks. I’d
 never seen a girl look back at a guy that did that till then. I’m thinking, if she likes
 backs, Frank’s got it made.
“I’ve had at least forty guys,
”
 she says and looks my way and down to my  
food. I gesture with my fork to see if she wants a bite of my pie, but she turns and
 stares out the window and sighs. Her breasts give a heave, and her pony tail bobs
 up, then down. I twist my stool around to face her, only she’s turned so that I face
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her side. “They’re all the same,” she continues. “All they want is sex. They make
 
some pretense at a relationship, but I know. It all works out the same.”
That wrangles me. I mean, I hate it when women generalize like that.
 
That’s what my wife does. She looks at a guy in her office—she works at an
 accounting firm of all places—and assumes all guys are like that. Some
 
V.P. has  an 
affair, and she gets this crazy idea I’m unfaithful. I don’t 
say
 I hadn’t thought of it  
once or twice, but just to bug her, just to bug her, mind you. Nothing ever serious,
 no real lust or anything. To tell the truth, I’m kind of shy. I don’t usually do this
 sort of thing.
So I ask the girl, “How would you know?” What I want to do, of course,
 
is grab her by the arms and give her a good whack or two, or hook her around the
 neck, but, instead, I ask her that question.
She glares at me. It’s a mean glare, but do you think I care? I’d do it
 
again, if I could. I mean, to be frank, I like it when this girl glares at me. Her nose
 curls up, and her eyes narrow, and it makes her look, I don’t know, dangerous or
 something.
“I was going to get married once,” she says. I can see her teeth. They are
 
like carefully placed pieces of china, each one a perfect match. Rich girls.
“Sure,” I say.
“Dumped the dude,” she says, standing up. “
He
 was a dud. Too stuffy.”  
Her hands reach up to tuck each side of the breasts more completely into her over
­alls. They are small hands. Childlike hands. I want to hold them, but I clutch 
my arms. She steps forward, and her breath pushes against my cheek. For a mo ent,
 I think she’s going to kiss me. Or Frank. Instead, she slips her feet into the thongs
 and turns around. She looks like a stupid advertisement Her pony tail sways from
 side to side, a piece of limp celery, as she starts to walk around the place, not
 anywhere specifically, just around. And then, she walks out the door into the street.
 She doesn’t even turn around to look at us. Frank and I watch her disappear, and,
 then, we just stare out the window like there’s nothing but glass, like the earth’s
 invisible. It must be two or three minutes before we say anything.
The world could be a wonderful place, I’m thinking, as I sit there. We
 
could stay silent like that and not think a single thing. We could sit there, Frank and
 I, perfectly still, and just watch, and there wouldn’t be any golf games or rain or
 Berkowitzs or Larrys or Michaels or wives or girls or any of that stuff to bother us.
Frank, of course, is the first to speak. “You want that ham now?” he asks
 
me.
“Yeah,” I say. He hands it to me, and I slide it back into the bread and
 
begin to eat.
That’s pretty much how it happens.
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The Pequod Meets the Bachelor
I make coffee in a saucepan
The way I learned from my grandmother Rehder.
Worried friends have now given us
Three coffee pots
And I don’t count the suggestions.
The boiling water does not repeat itself.
The attractor is the name of this pattern.
Deterministic non-periodic flow—
Usually without the egg shells—
The idea is Lorentz’s.
Its purpose is to show
The on-going stability
Of chaotic systems,
Not that he was thinking
Of the mess in the study
Or why Saturday I read Venetia
Until three in the morning
(Two-thirty, actually),
So that on Sunday
I was feeling broken, hollow and washed-out,
As pale as the grass
That has spent the winter
Under a snow drift
You might have thought that at my age
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I had had enough of self-destruction.
Darby once said to me
That it’s like a plate,
Sometimes you want to throw it down
To see if it breaks.
Perhaps it was to recover
Venetia’s shocked state,
 
Her blind, stricken look
When Damerel said that
They had to part—
And their full, amused communion
 
At the end.
There are days when I buy Le Monde and don’t read it
 
And feel guilty.
Phantasy is a light
For which there 
is
 no switch.
He loved her to the edge of madness.
She walked on those rose petals.
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My father fenced the garden
 
so groundhogs couldn’t get
 his beets, and he poured beer
 in a bowl to drown the slugs;
 then, before he went inside,
 he told me to tie the dog
 under the apple
 to scare off the deer:
 “And keep the leash short—
 that beast will eat
 whatever’s within reach;
 all my good training
 for nothing...
”
 He left,  
and I did what he said,
 but the dog tugged;
 my fingers already bled
 from pulling up some beets,
 so I said, “I’ll set you free
 today.” The dog sped away,
 and I followed; together
 we plunged in the river.
 Moments later, I heard the cry
 of a rifle. I ran back to find
 my father—a buck trapped
 inside the fence—panting:
 “Here, boy, here!”
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Home of the Future
There were developments 
today.
He had worn his blue contacts and he had pocketed the little aerosol breath
 spray before he left his apartment that morning. As he arrived at the Home, Dutcher
 had said a shy hello to the milkman, whose name he did not know. When the milk
­man left, he had secured the door (“Christian? Front door locked.”) and had spent
 most of the morning reviewing company sales literature and, coveralls on, had ad
­dressed the problem with the hot water supply to the front walk. He had lunch
 alone (
“
Christian? Sitting room t.v. on, channel 26, volume 3.”) and then had taken  
a little nap upstairs. An eighth grade shop class arrived for an “Overview” tour at
 2:00. And then, shortly before four, a real estate man had brought in a middle-aged
 couple and began escorting them around on his own.
Dutcher had sat down on one of the stools at the kitchen deli bar and had
 
gone into reverie when he saw a fairly big fellow in an orange jump suit force the
 back door of the frame house behind The Home of the Future.
Dutcher was not sure he had ever seen a crime-traffic offenses aside-
 
committed before, and he wondered if what he was seeing was illegal forced entry.
 It was broad daylight, and the man muscling the door was not dressed like a cat
 burglar. Dutcher believed, though, that it was an elderly woman who lived in that
 house, and it seemed to him that she lived alone. Just then the realtor came spring
­ing down the stairs.
“Did you see a fellow break into the gray house behind this one?” he
 
asked. “Mrs. Gage says she saw a fellow in bright orange push in the back door,
 using his shoulder.”
His clients were coming along right behind him.
“I saw something like that,” Dutcher admitted. And then he said to the
 
computer, “Christian?” and the voice said, “You called?” and he said, “Security
 function: call the police,” and it said, after a little hesitation, 
“
Police called.”
“That’s the way the computer works,” the realtor, a tall man, balding and
 with a very erect posture, explained to his clients. He looked a little anxious. “It
 recognizes up 
to
 four voices and several dozen commands so that it can adjust the  
furnace or air conditioner, the lighting, the burglar alarm, or even the window shades.”
“That’s something,” admitted Mr. Gage, the man of the couple, who was
 
a birdy fellow with a little Oklahoma twang in his pronunciation.
“
The people across the way need your burglar alarm,” Mrs. Gage said.  
The realtor smiled at this, and the phone began to ring.
“Emergency,” said a woman’s voice over the phone speaker. “Please push
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in the number of the extension you wish to speak to push ‘4’ for Emergency Medi
­




There was a tone, a pause, a click, and then the sound of a phone ringing.
 “Police,” said a different woman’s voice.
“Hi,” Dutcher said, a little flustered. “I want to report what I believe is a
 
break-in, to the back door of the Runyon house on the west side of the 
1600
 block  
of Nuggers.”
“When did the break-in occur?” asked the dispatcher.
“
Not three minutes ago,” answered Mrs. Gage. Then she asked Dutcher:  
“Maybe that has to go through the computer. Will the computer transmit my voice?”
“What is this,” the dispatcher asked, “a party line?”
“A speaker phone,” Dutcher answered. “The perpetrator is still inside the
 
house. Can you send a prowl car right away?”
“What’s the address of 
the
 house?” the dispatcher asked.
“I don’t know. I’m 
in
 the Foreman Electric Home of the Future at 1616  
Foreman Circle, and it’s the house right behind the one I’m in.”
“Can you describe the house?”
“Allow me,” said the real estate agent. 
“
Light gray, frame, two-story, built  
about 1920, fireplace, black-framed screens, gray asphalt shingles; needs a little
 work but has definite welcoming potential.”
It’s the only gray house on that side of that block,” Mrs. Gage added.
“
Oh,” said the realtor.
“Got it,” said the dispatcher. 
“
Who’s reporting this?”
“My name is Dutcher. I work for Foreman.”
“Stay put, Dutcher,” 
she
 said. “I’ll send a patrol car right away.”
Just then the guy in the orange jump suit came out of the house carrying a
 bag of potato chips and a jar of Miracle Whip salad dressing. Dutcher asked Chris
­tian to call the police again, but then canceled the call when the burglar disappeared
 between two houses.
The realtor asked Dutcher to describe for the benefit of his clients some of
 
the new construction techniques Foreman had used in building the Home. Dutcher
 was distracted, but 
Mr.
 Gage prompted him and finally he explained that the com ­
pany had used plastics instead of stick framing in the non-load-bearing wall be
­tween the doors to the dining room and the media room, referring to the cut-out
 reveal to show how construction workers could thread wires and pipes down inside
 the accordion pleats behind the plasticized blue board, and he answered a question
 or two about the in-floor storage and about the wiring racecourse in the baseboards,
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but then Mr. Gage began a spiel of his own, and Dutcher stepped out on the deck to
 
look for the suspect.
He was surprised to find it was windy out 
there,
 though fairly warm. Dutcher  
didn’t see the burglar, but he did see a bearded cop in a turban come around the far
 side of the house and begin looking at the back door, holding 
up
 his fingers as if he  
were framing what he saw in a view finder.
“Officer,” Dutcher said 
to
 him. The policeman didn’t turn. “Officer. Of ­
ficer.” Finally he looked at Dutcher, but his expression suggested he was surprised




-that’s what was on the policeman’s name tag-looked at the civil ­
ian for about ten seconds and then said. “I need my fingerprint kit” Then he thought
 for a second. Then he said, “I am with the Police Scientific Investigations Unit,” as
 if that should explain everything to Dutcher and, when he didn’t go away, Singh
 said, “Please speak with the policeman who is interviewing the resident.” And he
 turned and walked back the way he’d come.
Dutcher did not feel comfortable going into Mrs. Runyon’s house, and he
 
didn’t want to go around to the front door, because Singh might think he was
 following him. And so he started back to the Home. But just as he was crossing
 onto Foreman’s lot, there was the fellow in the orange jump suit, just a couple of
 houses down the way, walking along, tight roping the property line without any
 apparent concern and eating chips from the now open bag. Dutcher also saw Singh
 returning to Mrs. Runyon’s backyard.
“Officer Singh!” he said, directing his whisper. “Officer Singh!”
Singh had reached the back door and was studying the contents of what
 
looked like a plastic tool box he had set down on the back step and had opened.
 Dutcher went to him and tapped him on the shoulder. Singh jumped. When he
 turned, Dutcher put a finger to his lips and then pointed to the burglar. Singh looked
 in the indicated direction and narrowed his eyes.
Leaving Dutcher behind, the policeman walked over to intercept the fel
­
low in the orange jump suit as he came unconcernedly hopscotching along the lot
 boundary. Singh began to ask the standard questions of the man, who made no
 attempt to escape. And then the policeman took his subject by his orange upper arm
 and escorted him around to the front of the crime scene house. Both of them were
 absolutely expressionless when they walked by Dutcher. The civilian recognized
 the man in the jump suit as the next door neighbor to the house he had broken in to,
 though Dutcher and he had never actually met because the man was rarely home
 during the day, and Dutcher was almost never at the Home in the evening. The
 suspect still had the bag of chips in his hand as Singh led him off.
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A policewoman who had been inside all this time interviewing the
 
homeowner eventually came over to the Home and asked the four people there a
 few apparently routine questions. Once she had gone, Mr. Gage’s party was soon
 on its way. The bald realtor gave Dutcher a wink on his way out—the unsettling
 experience they had shared somehow requiring more than cursory business formal
­ity. “Thanks for showing them around,” he said. “Now that they’ve seen the advan
­tages of the new methods and features, they’re ready to see houses out in the Crocker
 development Preparation’s everything in this business.” The realtor held out his
 hand to be shaken. As Gage trundled down the walk to his car, Dutcher thought to
 himself that he had never really considered the motivations of people who visited
 the Home before, that though he was interested in the new uses of plastics and
 electronics that the house demonstrated, and though he did not mind showing visi
­tors what was new about the house, he did not care if they themselves bought
 houses with similar features or incorporated the features into their houses or bought
 Foreman stock.
He was in the kitchen, gazing out at the crime scene in general but at
 
nothing in particular when the sensors told him someone was approaching the front
 door (actually this was the second such signal in the last few minutes, but he knew
 from experience that the first was caused when the evening newspaper bounced 
up to land at the foot of the front steps). “Christian,” Dutcher said. “Security: front
 door camera.” He looked at the monitor in the wall, next to the pantry door, and
 saw Julia about to ring the door bell. Dutcher said, “Christian: camera off.” He took
 the breath spray out of his pocket and used 
it.
 Then he went to let her in.
Acting tired, she gave him a little kiss and tossed her jacket onto the de
­signer sofa in the formal sitting room.
“Tough day?” he asked, using the touch sensitive potentiometer to bring
 
low, slightly peach-colored light into the room indirectly.
“
Christian,” Julia said. “Privacy: close the parlor blinds.” She looked up at  
Dutcher, patting the cushion beside her. “I took a couple of early emergencies. 
A guy had got a splinter of galvanized tin in his eye scraping his gutters before he
 painted them, and I had to get that out Then a high school girl had gotten two
 contacts in. And the calendar was full.”
“Ideas about Mr. Wright?” Conscious of wanting to be closer to her, he
 
put his arm around her shoulders.
She sighed. “I haven’t really had time to think about it. His eye is so flat,
 
Ray! It’s almost unbelievable.” She thought for a seccnd. “A drill sergeant could
 bounce a quarter on his damn eye.”
Dutcher giggled and slipped his hand under the collar of her shirt. “His
 
cornea wouldn’t even make a rumple under a blanket, huh? Or, I guess the cornea
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would be the blanket”
She gave him a harder kiss. “We still going out to eat?” she asked.
“We could stick around here for a little while.”
She smiled and stood. “I think I need nourishment; I need 
to
 be revived.”




 Dutcher said to Julia, “I want to check the back second  
floor bedroom before we go. The heat’s been wrong up there all day.
”
 She went  
into the downstairs powder room while he replaced a component in the guest room
 thermostat.
They saw several of her friends at McDermott’s that evening. Gina
 
McAfferty was eating with Sally and Dave. Julia’s partner, Eddie Defore, and his
 wife Alice came in a little while later, and Dutcher automatically stood when they
 stopped by the table. But he didn’t actually have anything to say to them.
After their meal was served, Julia was a little distracted.
“Have you ever thought of a window blind,” Dutcher asked as he rolled
 
the control stick on the blinds which hung in the window next to their table, “as a
 model of pupil dilation?”
She looked up at him and flicked her eyebrows. “The Wright business is
 
bothering me. You’ll think I’m exaggerating, but his eye is about the shape of this
 twice baked.”
“No, I believe you. He’s over ninety, after all. 
His
 eyes were new in the  
last century.”
She nodded and smiled, and ate a little.
After five minutes of silence, he asked her. “I’d like to marry you. Could
 
we get married? Would you be willing?”
She looked up, smiling quietly. Her gaze continued, 
to
 the point that it  
embarrassed him, and he looked away. She patted his hand. Then they ate in silence
 again for a little while.
“You know my father wanted me to be an architect, too, although he got
 
used to the idea I wasn’t going to be one a long time ago.”
Dutcher asked, “What were you, the rebellious 
kid
 type, and your father  
wanted you to follow in his footsteps, professionally, and maybe come home to
 Nebraska and join the firm, Newton and Newton, or maybe Newton and Daugh
­ter?”




There was another brief pause. “He called today,” Julia added. “I’ve been
 trying to get him 
to
 drive down for a visit I told him I could get him a play ticket for
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Friday. Hope you don’t mind.” She put down her fork and looked at Dutcher. “I
 
want to sucker him down here, get a good dinner into him, and then show him 
my house, and you hadn’t shown a lot of enthusiasm for going to the theater.”
“What house?”
She patted his hand again and smiled. “Finished with your chicken? Let’s
 
pay up and I’ll give you a tour.”
For half an hour they drove across town and out into a housing develop
­
ment that looked as if it had been stalled years before. The last houses, separated by
 wooded lots and by rock knolls the pavement swept around, looked twenty-years-
 old, and the curbs, as far as they went, were filled with silt present long enough to
 have grass and weeds topping it. Julia’s site was down in a hollow surrounded by
 trees and it had a prospect on a stream. They parked the Pontiac, leaving the head
­lights on and pointed at the frame, and walked 
up
 the sandy driveway bed.
“Here’s the front door,” she told him, as they walked around a load of
 shingles and a stack of three-quarter inch oriented strandboard. 
“
The garage is over  
there, and then here’s the entrance.” They stepped up onto the foundation. “Music
 room over here. I swiped a couple of ideas from the Home for that, I must admit:
 the speaker cabinets are all installation jobs.”
The flooring was in, as was much of the wall sheathing. But the rafters
 
hung empty, and standing on the stairs Julia and Dutcher could look up to the stars,
 which looked very close all of a sudden. The light from the sky and the car and from
 nearby street lamps showed the house to be three stories above ground and gener
­ously proportioned.
“You designed this yourself?”
She walked up the stairs to the second floor. He followed. “Watch out for
 
the pail here,” she said at the landing. She led him around the second floor and
 started up the ladder to the third. “I’d been working on the drawings since my last
 year in school. I started as a diversion from my studies. But then I began to believe
 
I
 could build the house. And now that I can afford it, or can nearly afford it, I found  
a lot I liked and called a contractor. I had to change some things for code, of
 course.”
They walked carefully around the third floor. He asked her, “Your father
 
doesn’t know about the house?”
“I want to tell him and show him at the same time.”
Dutcher wondered if she was committed to building the house when the
 
two of them first met. He tried to remember when she had learned about his profes
­sion and how he had come to tell her about the design of the Home. How well had
 they known each other?
She kissed him, hard at first and then a little playful. He decided to think
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later and pulled her to him. They stood hugging silently for a few minutes.
“You going to put in a baseboard racetrack like at the Home?
”
 Dutcher  
finally asked, imagining things.
“I think that’s the easiest way,” she said. “You know, one of the reasons I
 
oriented the house this way is that that’s north northeast, and so I can put 
in
 half a  
roof load of solar panels for water heating and so on.”
“Clad siding?”
“Stain, I think,” she said.
He continued to be a little uneasy about everything, but he found he needed
 
to talk to someone. He told her about the breaking and entering as they drove back
 across town. There was a little information about it on the news: the police booked
 the neighbor in the orange jumpsuit for burglary and asked for a $1000 bond. The
 Miracle Whip had not been recovered.
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Here is the scene—
 
the basement of a Chicago zoo,
 a locked room inside of which
 screams and flails
 a chimpanzee; outside the door
 stands the man who brought her
 from the French Cameroons,
 who dressed her in pinafores,
 made home movies of her
 riding a tricycle,
 feeding a baby,
 then sent her off.
He has just come out
 
of the cell where she
 hugged him, sobbed, clung
 to his body, moved her
 soft lips against his cheek.
He listens to her screeches,
 
stands in the cool narrow hallway
 touching himself where the chimp
 had touched, as if these were
 bruises and he a mother
 discovering for herself the pain
 of a child’s needs.
As he walks down the hall,
 
the screams diminish—
 they could be the sound
 of his shoes lifting
 from the clean linoleum
 or the muffled whistles
 of a starling somewhere outside.
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My Mother, Only a Girl, Wanting Children
At a storm window she mouths
 
a verse of angels, unborn silence
 gathered in her girl’s womb thick as
 foam the Blackstone River hugs
 into its coves. Downstairs her father
 whistles Christmas, her mother’s
 soup roves the house like kittens
 they could never have. Hummed carols
 fog the glass 
gray,
 blur the green  
and red-lit necklaces strung about
 the houses on the river’s far bank.
 What would Jesus say about those four
 stars burning in her dark mouth?
 The opulence of a ring finger that
 won’
t
 fold for a guilty prayer?  
Only the river this night 
is
 immaculate,  
as it moves from place to place
 in small syllables, words of God.
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 only knew them after death. They all died, every one of them. He  
was very good at killing. I was very good at watching. Tonight I had watched him
 pack the tools of his hobby into 
a
 briefcase and put on his hat and scarf. His gloves  
were of the finest leather, soft and supple. I longed to feel them on my skin. He
 carefully turned out all of the lights in the house except for the kitchen light and
 locked the doors. I could smell the cashmere of his coat as he passed me in the
 dark. I bundled my baby to my chest. He walked to the trolley stop on Massachu
­setts Avenue and waited for the car to arrive. I followed just beyond the edge of
 recognition, hidden in the shadows. The car arrived and he climbed up the steps
 and found a seat. He was illuminated in the night and I scurried to the last car and
 slipped between the doors just as they collided. I pretended to gaze into my blan
­kets but saw him as he took off his hat and smoothed his hair across his brow as we
 rode over the city streets.
He never hurried. He knew what they would be doing and where they
 
would be doing it. That is why he was he and I was me. He always arrived just 
in time for death. We got off the trolley down town and changed lines deep in the guts
 of the city. I struggled behind him in the six o’clock crowd feeling a tiny arm
 pressing into my breasts. I surfed the people, touching the softness of his coat as
 we crested near him. We beached and awaited the train on the platform. I almost
 could not contain my excitement. He entered the train with his head down. I
 jiggled near the connector doors wondering where we would get off.
We rode through the night up to the North Shore with the lights of the city
 
watching us. We got off the train and entered the darkness in the neighborhood of
 my youth. I had never known a targeted area so well before and he had never
 moved so fast before. We were on the street that led from the dirty bay up to the
 monument at the Catholic school. I glimpsed briefly up at the statue as it loomed
 over the homes nestled among the trees on the side of the hill. Her giant arms
 harbored all the blue little Madonnas in the niches of the front lawns of those homes.
 I had grown up there, near her feet. He had disappeared somewhere among the
 lawns and statues. I had lost 
him.
I
 wandered around the streets stroking my baby’s head, looking though  
half-drawn curtains into living rooms crowded with bric-a-brac and family photos.
 Crosses hung over doorways and oiled Jesuses glowed from the walls. I was climb
­ing the street to my mother’s house when I heard the sirens. I knew that he had
 struck and I had missed witnessing his skill. I began to run towards the mechanical
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screaming of the sirens, swinging my baby by its arm. 
I
 knew that he would be  
there.
He was, there, on my street. Never in all of my childhood did anything
 
happen to bring sirens. Our excitement had been gossip. We all talked about what
 everybody did or didn’t 
do.
 He was the one who brought death to this stagnant  
neighborhood. He was the one who brought real excitement 
to
 my life. This is why  
I love him.
I can see him moving to the front of the crowd now, nearer to the lights to
 
admire his work in silent glory. I move quietly behind him. I do not want to stop
 for the hand on my shoulder. I do not want to see the face in front of mine.
The face said, “Helen, honey? You’ve got to 
stop.
 You can’t see her.”
I saw the ambulance pull away from the curb.
“
They don’t know what happened. Some nutcase... She’s dead. Helen?”
I stood there, in the darkness, hearing and not hearing. I watched his back  
as it moved through the surging bodies wrapped in coats, snorting steam. Only
 when he turned and looked at me did everything become clear. The green spot
­lights bouncing off of the Madonna surrounded him, haloing his head. He turned
 and looked directly into my eyes. I felt my knees swell. 
He
 saw me and then he  
smiled. It was a horrible smile, full of knowledge. For that time, my heart stopped.
 He knew everything. He knew me. Then he tipped his hat to me in the most
 gentlemanly way possible and turned and walked into the night.
The scream ripped out of me and flew upwards. I lifted up my eyes and
 
watched as the scream climbed the air until it reached the throat of the Madonna. It
 wrapped around her cold, gray skin and squeezed and squeezed and squeezed until
 she meant nothing. Her arms no longer sheltered the streets and houses and niches
 and altars below her. I was alone. I was dead. I let the annoying voice at my ear
 escort me into my baptized mother’s house. I left my plastic baby on the street.
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